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Front Nine Total 3,555 Yards  Par 36

No.1

• Tee
  The area just to the left of the fairway bunker is out of 

bounds. The right side is wide open.
• Fairway
  You'll have to carry the bunker if the cup is on the right 

side of the green, so make sure that you have the 
distance to get close on the fly.

• Approach
  The green slopes down toward the left. Plan for some 

run on approach shots from the right and be 
aggressive from the left.

• On the Green
  The right side of this two-tiered green is higher, and 

the grain goes toward the ocean.

BT:360 / RT:328 / FT:308 / PAR:4 / HDCP:13 No. 2

• Tee
  Aim for the narrow landing area between the pine tree 

on the right and the fairway bunker on the left.
• Fairway
  The fairway appears to be flat, but it actually slopes 

upward. Make sure your second shot carries the grass 
bunker in front of the green.

• Approach / On the Green
  Shots from the back or right side of the green are a 

nightmare—downhill and with the grain. Plan your 
approach and putting strategy carefully.

BT:470 / RT:454 / FT:360 / PAR:4 / HDCP:1 No. 3

• Tee
  Fly the fairway bunker on the right to eat up plenty of 

yards and give yourself a chance to get on in two.
• Fairway
  Choose your club carefully for the downhill lie on your 

second shot.
• Approach
  You face another downhill lie from the area just before 

the pond, but it is no easier to go deep and come in 
from the rear bunker.

• On the Green
  The green is long and sloped toward you, but the 

grain goes toward the pond in the front and toward the 
bunker in the back.

BT:525 / RT:477 / FT:446 / PAR:5 / HDCP:9

No. 4

• Tee
  The wind swirls over the green, so be sure to check 

the trees as well as the flag.
• Approach
  Beware of the vast right front bunker with the tall wall.
• On the Green
  The complexity of the green demands a delicate 

touch, particularly on putts with the grain from the right 
side.

BT:180 / RT:134 / FT:112 / PAR:3 / HDCP:15 No. 5

• Tee
  Aim to the left of the fairway bunker. You’ll need to go 

230 yards on the fly to clear it.
• Fairway
  Dreaded white stakes tightly enclose the long green 

and choke the apron, so you need a good feel for 
distance and direction to negotiate your approach.

• Approach
  Shots from the apron are into the grain. Pay close 

attention to the winds over the green.
• On the Green
  The entire green slopes from back to front. Putt 

carefully from beyond the pin.

BT:400 / RT:353 / FT:323 / PAR:4 / HDCP:7 No. 6

• Tee
  Avoid the pine tree on the left, but keep your drive 

under 210 yards or face a downhill lie for your 
approach.

• Fairway
  Club up liberally to get your second shot in the air. 

The looming wall of the front bunker shields the green 
from view.

• Approach
  It is relatively easy to take your approach from the left 

side—the downward slope makes it difficult from the 
right.

• On the Green
  The rear of the long, two-tiered green is higher. Putts 

from the rear have a long downward slope to navigate.

BT:425 / RT:321 / FT:321 / PAR:4 / HDCP:3

No. 7

• Tee
  The trees surrounding the tee box make it difficult to 

tell the direction of the wind. The area in front of the 
green slopes toward you, so your tee shot needs to 
carry all the way to the green.

• Approach
  The stubborn rough left of the elevated green is sure 

to grab your club head, making it difficult to get a feel 
for the distance for your approach.

• On the Green
  The green looks relatively flat, but it has a subtle slope 

and grain. The front of the green is especially steep 
and fast.

BT:190 / RT:163 / FT:141 / PAR:3 / HDCP:17 No. 8

• Tee
  The area past the bunker slopes down into the pond, 

so take care when planting your tee.
• Fairway
  The green is wide but shallow, so you may roll right off 

if you aim for and land in the center. Four greenside 
bunkers add to the challenge of reaching in regulation.

• Approach
  The green slopes from left to right, adding speed to 

shots from the left.
• On the Green
  The grain is clearly visible on this crowned green. 

Check it carefully before you putt.

BT:434 / RT:373 / FT:320 / PAR:4 / HDCP:5 No. 9

• Tee
  Aim for the middle of the fairway. Stay out of the 

stubborn rough to the left.
• Fairway
  Navigate the gentle dogleg right by aiming over the 

bunker with your second shot. You'll end up in the 
trees if you go too far left in an effort to avoid the 
bunker.

• Approach
  The green is elevated over the apron. Stubborn rough 

is sure to grab your club head.
• On the Green
  The break is from the front of the long green toward 

the back right, and it's stronger than it looks, so 
choose your line carefully.

BT:571 / RT:534 / FT:499 / PAR:5 / HDCP:11
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Back Nine Total 3,370 Yards  Par 36

No.10

• Tee
  Get over the valley below, but stay left of the cart path 

as it is difficult to hit from the right.
• Fairway
  A strong tee shot may set up a chance to get on in 

two, but make sure you can carry the pond guarding 
the green.

• Approach
  Approach shots from the apron are easiest. The green 

slopes away from the right bunker, making it difficult 
for sand shots to stop.

• On the Green
  The slope and grain on this left-to-right green are the 

same, so it is best to overcompensate for the break.

BT:480 / RT:471 / FT:440 / PAR:5 / HDCP:10 No.11

• Tee
  A great drive down the middle may end up over the 

trees and out of bounds. Long drivers should aim for 
the hill to the right and use the slope to shorten the 
dogleg.

• Fairway
  The fairway slopes up toward the green more steeply 

than it appears, so make sure your second shot can 
cover the distance.

• Approach
  Par is but a dream from the left front bunker, and 

approach shots from the rear will not want to stop on 
the sheer downslope. Attack from in front of the cup.

BT:351 / RT:291 / FT:291 / PAR:4 / HDCP:16 No.12

• Tee
  The entire fairway slopes to the left, so you'll lose 

some distance if you pipe your drive right down the 
middle. Take a big swing at the hill to the right.

• Fairway
  The green also slopes to the left, so take aim a bit to 

the right.
• Approach
  It is easiest to take your approach from the apron or 

the left side of the green. The slope and grain make it 
a challenge to come from the right bunker or from the 
back, and forget trying to putt from the back right.

BT:373 / RT:353 / FT:333 / PAR:4 / HDCP:8

No.13

• Tee
  Avoid overshooting the green at all costs—approach 

shots from beyond the green must go downhill and 
with the grain. Take note of the wind passing above 
the trees.

• Approach / On the Green
  The green slopes dramatically away from the back left 

bunker. The slope is also difficult to navigate from the 
right side, and putting from there requires attention to 
the break.

BT:161 / RT:145 / FT:120 / PAR:3 / HDCP:14 No.14

• Tee
  Aim for the middle of the fairway. Going too far left 

makes it difficult to be aggressive with your second 
shot.

• Fairway
  You will likely have a slight uphill lie, so aim for the 

right side of the green. Watch out for the tree on the 
front right.

• Approach
  It is easiest to take your approach from the right side 

of the green.
• On the Green
  The grain of the saddle-shaped green goes from right 

to left, making it a challenging read.

BT:444 / RT:427 / FT:335 / PAR:4 / HDCP:2 No.15

• Tee
  Nasty rough is waiting to gobble up your drives if they 

drift right, so aim just outside the trees to the left.
• Approach
  Deep bunkers guard the green on both sides, but the 

two on the left are particularly cavernous. Accuracy is 
paramount on your approach.

• On the Green
  The slope and grain oppose each other, so the break 

around the hole will not be as strong as it appears.

BT:382 / RT:364 / FT:300 / PAR:4 / HDCP:6

No.16

• Tee
  Use less club for this downhill tee shot. The trees to 

the right of the green will tell you what the wind is up 
to.

• Approach
  The sand in the three greenside bunkers is firm and 

will have its way with your club head.
• On the Green
  The green slopes from front to back. It is best to 

underestimate the break.

BT:180 / RT:163 / FT:120 / PAR:3 / HDCP:18 No.17

• Tee
  Stay on the left side of the fairway rather than trying to 

blast your drive past the bunker.
• Fairway
  Club up liberally to cover the distance up the hill for 

your second shot.
• Approach
  If you have to miss the green somewhere, miss left—

approach shots from the left are relatively easy.
• On the Green
  The rear of this long, two-tiered green is elevated. 

Three-putts are practically inevitable if you land on the 
tier opposite the cup. Be mindful of the grain on the 
lower tier.

BT:455 / RT:431 / FT:350 / PAR:4 / HDCP:4 No.18

• Tee
  Out of bounds is nearby on the left side, so try to wind 

up in front of the bunkers to the right.
• Fairway
  The apron is flanked by bunkers on both sides, but it 

is flat inside 100 yards, enhancing your chances at 
ending your round with a birdie.

• Approach
  Be careful with approach shots from behind the green 

that have to travel downhill.
• On the Green
  Though the green slopes back to front, the grain is 

opposite and lends unexpected speed even to uphill 
putts.

BT:544 / RT:506 / FT:462 / PAR:5 / HDCP:12
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